Vice Chancellor--University Relations & Development  
Vice Chancellor--Student Services

In a letter dated May 3, 1985 (DA 0865), the President delegated to Chancellors the following authority:

"Each Chancellor...is delegated, within their areas of jurisdiction, authority to permit use of the unofficial seal as a symbol of the University for any official purpose or in connection with alumni, student, or public projects."

With this letter, I hereby redelegate this authority to each of you within your respective areas of responsibility. A copy of the delegation from the President to the Chancellors is attached for your information.

Please note that this delegation does not apply to the use of the unofficial seal related to the manufacture and distribution of commercial products. This continues to be covered under the separate delegation, Policy to Permit Use of the University's Name (DA 0864), revised May 3, 1985.

This delegation is effective immediately and may not be further redelegated.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Rosemary J. Schraer  
Chancellor

/ga/doa/da0865

cc: Special Assistant--Coordination & Review  
Vice Chancellor--Administration Nycum
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